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Abstract—More than 60 percentage of fatal accidents while
riding a bicycle is caused by elderly people over 65 years old.
The main cause is the detection delay of approaching vehicle
caused by the decrease of cognitive function due to aging. In
this paper, we propose an approaching vehicle detection method
using a smartphone aiming to support bicycle operation to
prevent elderly people from fatal accidents while riding a bicycle
vehicle. Among various sensors embedded in a smartphone, we
focus on microphone as the most suitable sensor for detecting
an approaching vehicle. We collected sound data in a real
environment and created an approaching vehicle detection model
by using machine learning. Finally, as a result of accuracy
evaluation with 10-fold cross-validation, we confirmed that it can
detect approaching vehicle with an average F-value of 97.4 [%].

I. INTRODUCTION

A bicycle is a convenient means of transportation which can

be used even for children and elderly people on a daily basis.

In addition, it is reconsidered as eco-friendly transportation

way that can cope with environmental problems such as global

warming. Furthermore, use of a bicycle is expanding with an

increase of health consciousness and great efforts in natural

disasters. However, a parentage of bicycle traffic accidents in

traffic accidents is increasing, whereas the number of traffic

accidents is decreasing. Among them, 60 percentage of fatal

accidents is caused by elderly people [1] We can expect that a

number of fatal accidents which are caused by elderly people

will be increased with the increase of bicycle use and the

number of elderly people in Japan where the population is

aging [2]. Therefore, countermeasures against accidents for

elderly people while riding a bicycle is imperative.

In consideration of this situation, the Japanese government

and each of local governments have been starting to implement

countermeasures. One of them is “Tokyo 2020 Project,” that is

designed for Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games [3]. In this project,

maintenance of bicycle traveling space is mentioned, but the

enormous cost is required to newly make a bicycle lane.

Additionally, large-scale construction is needed in some places

or there are inadaptable terrains. Thus, it is difficult to apply

such a maintenance everywhere in our living area.

In addition, the number of vehicles having a collision avoid-

ance function has been increasing in recent years. However,

the situation is limited or there are still many non-equipped

vehicles present.

Another way to prevent accidents is the way bicycle riders

take measures. Generally, since cognitive abilities and physical

abilities decline due to aging, it is assumed that a delay in

danger recognition and avoidance behavior is introduced. We

consider that this “delay” is the main factor in traffic accidents

in elderly people. Therefore, in order to reduce fatal accidents

by elderly people, it is important to support cognitive function

by using a notification tool which detects approaching vehicle

and notifies the user. Table 1 shows the summary of the pros

and cons of each approach to reduce bicycle accidents.

As existing studies on a vehicle detection method, first,

Stephen et al. [4] have proposed a notification system that

detects an approaching vehicle from behind using a video cam-

era and an embedded computer and notifies the approaching

vehicle. Next, Shimoyama et al. [5] have proposed a prevention

system that carries out travel analysis using different kinds

of sensors, warns the dangerous driving condition before

accidents occur and prevents accidents in advance. In these

studies, the target users are limited since a camera or sensor

devices is needed in these systems. In addition, Yoshida et al.

[6] have proposed a proximity notice system based on inter-

vehicle communication. This system assumes that dedicated

equipment is installed on both sides, so it is not common

nowadays. Given the cost of practical use, it is desirable to

have a system that can detect the approaching vehicle only

with a device, which is normally owned by the bicycle user.

In this study, we solve these problems with acoustic analysis

using the bicycle user’s smartphone. Then, we propose a

system that detects approaching vehicle by unique noise which

is generated when vehicles approach by using a microphone

embedded in a smartphone and notifies bicycle user of it.

In this paper, we conducted preliminary experiment for

the approaching vehicle detection method to find out which

embedded sensors in a smartphone are useful to detect ap-

proaching vehicle. As a result, we found that approaching

vehicle can be detected by frequency analysis of the ambient

sound data obtained from a microphone. Second, we created a

data set from ambient sounds collected while riding a bicycle



TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE PROS AND CONS OF EACH APPROACH TO REDUCE BICYCLE ACCIDENTS

Approaches Pros Cons

Improvement of roads Fundamental solution Large cost
Difficult to apply everywhere

Collision avoidance function of vehicle Pedestrians need not any devices Effective situation is limited
Still many vehicles doesn’t equipped

Countermeasure from bicycle driver Easy to introduce Smartphone is required
Can be use anywhere Effective situation is limited

using a smartphone and created a vehicle detection model by

machine learning using Weka (REPTree). Finally, as a result of

evaluation with 10-fold cross-validation, we confirmed that the

approaching vehicle detection model can detect approaching

vehicle with high accuracy, an average F-value of 97.4 [%].

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we present a brief overview of existing

studies. First, Stephen et al. [4] developed a probe bicycle

called “ Cyber-Physical Bike” that can recognize approaching

vehicles and notify the bicycle user by using video camera

attached to the saddle of the bicycle in the backward direction

and embedded microcomputer. In this study, not only the

detection of vehicles but also the risk of collision can be

evaluated. However, it is difficult to use this system for general

users because the target users are limited since a camera or

sensor devices are needed in this system.

Next, Yamashita et al. [5] analyzed the driving situation

of the bicycle using multiple kinds of sensors and proposed

a notification system that warns when dangerous driving

is performed. This system has three sub-systems: traveling

condition detection unit, traveling environment detection unit

and warning unit, and they need several kinds of sensors or

modules. Similarly, this system also can not generally be used

since it requires the attachment of many sensors on the bicycle.

Conversely, Takagi et al. [7] proposed a vehicle detection

scheme using a smartphone carried by a pedestrian. They

exploit a high frequency switching noise generated by a motor

unit in electric vehicles(EVs) and hybrid vehicles(HVs). As a

result, a J48 classier implemented on the smartphone can tell

weather an EV or a HV is approaching or not in the accuracy

of 92 [%] and 82 [%], respectively. However, this scheme

aims at only detection of EVs and HVs and the target user is

pedestrians, so it does not match with our purpose.

In these previous studies, it is excellent to be able to evaluate

the risk of collision and to detect user’s dangerous driving.

However, it is difficult to put them into practical use since

they need dedicated sensors. Thus, in this study, we propose an

approaching vehicle detection method which aims to detect all

vehicle types using only a smartphone while running bicycle

without additional sensors or devices on the bicycle.

III. PRELIMINARY RESEARCH

This section describes a preliminary research for vehicle

detection using a smartphone, as the first step to develop

an approaching vehicle detection method. First, we discuss

which sensors are suitable for detection, based on related work.

Subsequently, we confirm detection availability of approaching

vehicle using them with preliminary experiment.

A. Investigation of Vehicle Detection Method

As mentioned in Section 2 infrared ray sensor ultrasonic

sensor geomagnetic sensor camera and microphone have

been used to detect vehicles [4], [5], [9], [10] Generally

those sensors are embedded on smartphone. However when

we use a camera, it is necessary to always keep recording

backward while riding a bicycle and it is not easy to attach it to

the rear part of the bicycle. In the case of using an infrared ray

sensor which is embedded on smartphone, it is not suitable for

our purpose because it can measure only several centimeters

and the resolution is not high. Based on these reasons, we

focused on geomagnetic sensor and microphone and conducted

a preliminary experiment to confirm whether vehicles can be

detected using these sensors.

B. Preliminary Experimental Method

In order to confirm whether vehicles can be detected by

using geomagnetic sensor and microphone which is embedded

on smartphone we attached a smartphone on a bicycle with

a mounter as shown in Fig. 1 and conducted an experiment

on a straight road in a relatively quiet residential area. The

experimental course is shown in Fig. 2

We used Nexus 6 Motorola XT1100 Android 6.0 as

a smartphone and “AndroSensor 1” as a sensor data collection

application. In addition, a GoPro camera was also attached on

a bicycle and took a movie during riding to record a ground

truth. Fig. 1 shows placement of the smartphone and GoPro

camera. The geomagnetic data and the sound data are acquired

with sampling rates of 10 [Hz] and 16.0 [kHz], respectively,

and the recording format of the sound data is 16-bit linear

PCM. At this time, we used a general bicycle without any

equipment such as suspension.

C. Experimental Results and Discussion

The results of collected geomagnetic data is shown in

Fig. 3 The area highlighted in red color represents the vehicle

approaching period. In this graph, changes are seen when a

vehicle is approaching, however, significant changes are also

1http://www.fivasim.com/androsensor.html
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Fig. 1. Placement of Smartphone and GoPro Camera
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Fig. 2. Experimental Course for Data Collection

seen even when a vehicle is not approaching . We considered

that this result is caused by the fact that fluctuations due to

obstacle avoidance behavior and swing of the steering wheel

operation exceed a fluctuation due to passing vehicles.

Next, Fig. 4 shows the result of collected sound level data.

Similarly, red color highlights show the vehicle approaching

period, and there are parts that change greatly. This result

might have been influenced by the wind noise generated during

running a bicycle.

Finally, Fig. 5 shows frequency spectrogram obtained by

applying Fourier transformation to the collected sound data.

(a) and (b) in the figure show spectrograms at the time of

vehicle approaching state and non-vehicle approaching state,

respectively. In the case (a), a spectrum of 2000 [Hz] or less

is always stronger than that of the case (b), and a spectrum

is strongly increased to about 8000 [Hz] for 2 seconds when

the vehicle approaches the closest. From these experimental

results, we found that the frequency characteristics of sound
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Fig. 3. Result of Geomagnetic Data
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data are useful to detect an approaching vehicle.

IV. APPROACHING VEHICLE DETECTION METHOD USING

SMARTPHONE

In this section, first, we present an overview of our proposed

approaching vehicle notification system. After that, a training

data acquisition method necessary to apply machine learning

is explained. Finally, we describe the approaching vehicle

detection model trained by machine learning and summarize

the evaluation results.

A. Proposed Approaching Vehicle Notification System

Fig. 6 shows the overall configuration of the proposed

approaching vehicle notification system.

This system is composed of a smartphone and notification

devices such as a smart glasses or a smartwatch. In the case

where the smartphone is fixed to the handlebar of the bicycle

with a mounter, it is possible to perform both roles of detection

and notification. If a smartphone is in a chest pocket and so

on, an additional notification device is necessary to notify

an approaching vehicle. Therefore, in consideration of the

safety while running bicycle, we use eyeglasses type devices

such as TwinkleMegane Fig. 7 created by Kashimoto et al.

[11], FUN’IKI Ambient Glasses [12] and smart watches as

notification devices. These can be connected to a smartphone

with Bluetooth and notify users by light emission or vibration

when a vehicle is detected.

B. Approaching Vehicle Detection Method

In this system, the approach of a vehicle is identified by

machine learning. The application process of machine learning

is divided into four processes: (1) Collection of learning data,
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(2) Generation of training data,(3) Extraction of features, and

(4) Construction of approaching vehicle detection model. Each

process is described below.

(1) Collection of learning data
First, we collected sound data as training data. The

collection method and recording format are the same as

the experimental method described in Section 3.2. The

smartphone and the GoPro camera are attached on the

handlebars of the bicycle. We performed six round trips

at the experimental course shown in Fig. 2, and collected

sound data of a total of 34 minutes and 17 seconds. At

this time, 158 vehicles passed in total.

(2) Generation of training data
It is necessary to label training data with frequency char-

acteristic which corresponds to approaching a vehicle,

in advance. We divided the series of sound data one by

one manually into car approaching parts and other parts

and labeled vehicle approach (car) and ambient noise

(noise), respectively.

14 LEDs

Fig. 7. Twinkle Megane

(3) Extraction of feature
Features of the frequency spectrum when the vehicle

approaches are extracted from the collected data. The

sound data are divided into constant time intervals

(Time-window). Next, features are extracted from these

for each time-window section. Here, we set the size

of Time-window to 0.5 seconds (every 8000 samples),

empirically. Additionally, frequency spectrum of 20 –

8000 [Hz] obtained by performing FFT are divided for

every 1.0 [Hz] and these are used as features.

(4) Construction of approaching vehicle detection model
A machine learning model is constructed by using the

frequency features of the labeled sound data as training

data. A data mining tool called “Weka” is used to

construct a classifier. In this study, the approach vehicle

detection model is constructed using REPTree which
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TABLE II
CONFUSION MATRIX

Noise Car
Noise 353 23
Car 5 691

creates a shallow hierarchical binary tree, to simplify

the implementation to the smartphone application. We

used 1072 samples for the training data. The classifier

created as a result of learning is shown in Fig. 8.

C. Evaluation of model

We applied 10-fold cross validation to all data and evaluated

the detection accuracy. Table II and Table III show confusion

matrix and the result of evaluation, respectively. Precision

is the ratio of correct data that was in actual state among

data recognized as“car” or “noise”. The recall is the ratio of

correctly recognized data as the correct situation among the

corresponding sounds. The F-value is a harmonic mean of

Precision and Recall and is indicated by the following formula.

Fvalue =
2 ·Recall · Precision

Recall + Precision
(1)

As a result, we found that this classier can identify vehicle

approach with high accuracy with an average F value of 97.4

[%].

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an approaching vehicle detection

method using a smartphone to decrease fatal accidents of

elderly people while riding a bicycle. We collected sound

data in a real environment and created an approaching vehicle

detection model by using machine learning. Finally, as a

TABLE III
THE RESULT OF EVALUATION

Label Precision [%] Recal [%] F-value [%]
Noise 98.6 93.9 96.2
Car 96.8 99.3 98.0

Average 97.4 97.4 97.4

result of accuracy evaluation with 10-fold cross-validation,

we confirmed that it can detect an approaching vehicle at the

closest approach with high precision, and an average F-value

of 97.4 [%].

As future work, since this study is aimed at notifying in

advance, it is necessary to improve the current model which

detects the closest approach. Now, it is necessary to set the

target time for advance notification. It is known that the elderly

people take about 2 seconds for avoidance behaviors and stop

behaviors during running bicycles, according to the survey

results of Japan Safe Driving Center [13]. Based on this result,

we considered that it is reasonable to make a notification

before 5 seconds of the closest approach since these behaviors

are performed after proximity notice and recognition, and

improve the current model. After that, in order to confirm

the optimal notification way and notification timing, we plan

to analyze the user’s behavior at the time of notification.

Additionally, since the vehicle detection model is trained by

using the data, that only collected in a limited environment,

we plan to collect data in multiple environments to improve

the model that can be used in various environments. Then, it

is assumed that other noises such as human voice and railroad

noise influence to performance of the vehicle detection system.

Therefore, it is necessary to deal with these factors.

Furthermore, we also examine the estimation of other

factors such as the direction of the approaching vehicle, the

vehicle speed and the type of car, by considering the speed of

the self-speed and the Doppler effect.
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